Frequently Asked Questions
Are the floors slippy
when wet?

As with any floor the risk of falling is increased when the surface is wet. Although high gloss
these floors perform similar to your average tile however slip resistant additives can be
added to the flooring system to enhance anti-slip properties.

Do they scratch

No, the floors are installed with a scratch resistant top coat sealer that protects your design
coating. Please be aware that some sealers take longer for full cure than others. Surfaces
are not at full strength until they have had time to cure fully. Please refer to your installer for
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further information.

Are they easy to
clean?

Yes. The nature of a seamless finish without grout lines means these floors can be cleaned
easily and efficiently. You can use steam mops & general cleaning methods.

What designs are

Jenflow have a variety of metallic colours available meaning there is almost
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unlimited design choices. If you prefer a solid colour finish then we can produce any RAL
colour of your choice.

Can it be applied to
wood?

Yes we have flexible resins suitable for wooden surfaces
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Is it compatible with
underfloor heating?

Yes, Jenflow have various floors installed across the UK & Europe with underfloor heating
successfully in place. Furthermore due to decorative resin systems being so thin the heat
can travel through easier than a tile creating a more energy efficient floor.

What is the approx.

Installation time averages around 3 days however this will depend on the size & subfloor
prep
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required. The majority of work carried out for decorative resin floors occurs during the
preparation stages.

What areas are
suitable?

All interior areas are suitable for both domestic and commercial settings. Popular domestic
areas consist of kitchens, bathrooms, hallways, living spaces, conservatories.
Commercial areas usually consist of foyers, restaurants, bars & nightclubs etc

Yes decorative floors are very hygienic due to their seamless finish with no grout lines

Are they hygienic?

Can they be
installed on top of
tiles?

necessary. Therefore dirt has no place to hide. Furthermore anti-bacterial additives can be
added to our sealers to reduce the spread of 99.99% of bacteria.

The short answer is yes, providing the tiles are well adhered, however we do advise that for
greater longevity that tiles are removed. We are aware with budgets & time frames the ability
to remove tiles is not always feasible.

